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Time to talk to Yuhan-Kimberly  
Corporations, government seek advice from profitable pioneer of 4-day workweek  

Korea Herald 2004.09.21 
by Kim Min-hee  

 
"No hurrying, no hurrying, it`s all right," Yuhan-
Kimberly Ltd. factory workers shout out every day 
before they start up their machines.  

In a country known for impatience and the 
world`s highest industrial accident rate, workers at 
Yuhan-Kimberly, Korea`s No. 1 maker of diapers 
and toilet tissues, take the time to ensure that the 
company`s products are free from the most minor 
defect.  

Kim Choong-hwan, a worker at the "Kleenbebe" 
diaper line, says the workers are well prepared for 
meticulous attention to detail because they are well 
rested.  

An assembly line worker at Yuhan-Kimberly typi-
cally works 12 hours for four days and takes the next 
four days off. That`s unusual here, where many peo-
ple still put in 50 or 60 hours a week and have only 
one day a week to rest.  

Not only that, but after their four days of rest, the 
employees then work night shifts for four days in a 
row, 12 hours each night. After another four days of 
rest, they work four day-shifts again.  

Their schedule continues to alternate in this way, 
an arrangement which allows Yuhan-Kimberly to 
keep its expensive production machinery operating 
24 hours a day.  

Though unorthodox, there is no denying the four-
day scheme has produced solid returns. Employee 
satisfaction is high and increased productivity has 
led to a 17-fold leap in net profit over the past 13 
years. In addition, the system has contributed to job 
creation. Over that period, the consumer goods com-
pany has increased its workforce by 30 percent.  

Yuhan-Kimberly also enjoys the top market share 
in eight product categories. Its product list includes 
"Huggies," Korean mothers` most favored diaper 
brand.  

It is no wonder that an increasing number of 
companies, from the country`s largest bank to a re-
gional government, have expressed a desire to learn 
a thing or two from Yuhan-Kimberly.  

With China`s pace of economic growth casting a 
threatening shadow, Korea suddenly needs a new 
paradigm for growth.  

Moon Kook-hyun, Yuhan-Kimberly`s president 
and CEO, says Korea is riding a fence. In most fields, 
the country still lacks the technological prowess of 
advanced countries, but at the same time it is being 
replaced by China in terms of cost advantage.  

Economic experts believe Korea must now target 
high-end markets around the world, providing high 
quality products of all types. Moon is convinced that 
following the Yuhan-Kimberly model will help Ko-
rean companies make that transition faster.  

While companies worldwide have adopted a pol-
icy of having "reserve" workers, particularly in sec-
tors where safety is a concern, the so-called Y-K 
model is original because of its emphasis on educa-
tion.  

On one of the four days they are off, Yuhan-
Kimberly workers attend a study session at work. 
It`s voluntary, but about 80 percent of the assembly 
workers participate. Those who attend also get paid 
150 percent their regular day rate.  

A large portion of the classes is devoted to keep-
ing employees well versed with the machines and 
tools they use. But they can also choose to study 
more general subjects such as English, a company 
official said.  

According to Moon, continuing to learn is not a 
choice at Korean workplaces, but a necessity. He 
adds that nurturing "knowledge-based workers" 
should be a national priority to achieve sustained 
growth.  

"The life cycle of information these days is short-
lived," Moon says. "Only half of what was learned 
last year can be used this year; only one fourth of it 
next year; and only one eighth the following year and 
finally it`s good for nothing," Moon says.  

Moon adds that while success can be attained in 
Korean society through the right "connections," such 
as school ties, birthplaces, or mutual acquaintances, 
that type of springboard is useless in global competi-
tion.  

"The only important thing is who has the more 
up-to-date information and experiences, or who has 
the more future-looking design," the CEO says.  

Moon knows he has a long way to go before Ko-
rean society will pick up on the Y-K model in earnest. 
Despite the company`s phenomenal success, most 
Korean corporations still believe that cutting the 
workforce - not bolstering it - is the first step to re-
structuring.  

But given Yuhan-Kimberly`s reputation as Ko-
rea`s most ethical company, many companies are 
willing to give the Y-K model a second thought.  

The company has been flooded with inquiries 
from corporations nationwide that want to learn the 
secret of the company`s success.  

The company also is convinced the Korean gov-
ernment will eventually adopt its work model to help 
deal with unemployment, which is about 8 percent 
among young adults.  

The New Paradigm Center, a government-funded 
think tank that opened in March, is devoted to study-
ing the potentials of and applications for the Y-K 
model for the Korean society.  

Under its guidance, a number of companies, in-
cluding Pulmuone, the country`s top tofu maker, are 
implementing the Y-K model on a trial basis. Kook-
min Bank, Korea`s largest lender, has pledged to 
incorporate study programs for its employees in the 
fashion of Yuhan-Kimberly.  

Moon brought Yuhan-Kimberly`s attention to a 
new work-hour system back in 1984. Then a mid-
level manager, he had returned from a year`s stay in 
the United States, where he saw corporate America 
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regain its No. 1 position from Japan through innova-
tion.  

"I thought there might come a time when Korea 
would have to do that," Moon recalls.  

Initially, Moon suggested starting a system in 
which four teams of workers worked three shifts, as 
compared to the current system in which four teams 
of workers work two shifts.  

But that, Moon says, was opposed by workers 
who were used to working in three teams in three 
shifts. They feared they would lose overtime wages.  

But Moon speculates there was a bigger fear, es-
pecially among older workers. They were afraid of 
the education segment of the program, and of having 
to start studying again.  

"Surprisingly, people don`t like to study. It`s 
okay once you get used to it, but it`s not that easy to 
change habits," Moon said.  

As a result of the opposition, the proposal didn`t 
get off the ground.  

The Asian financial crisis of 1997-8 proved a 
golden opportunity for Moon, who had risen to vice 
president, to try again.  

As sales fell because of slowing domestic demand, 
factor operation declined to half the previous rate. 
For months, 40 percent of the workers did nothing 
but pull weeds.  

Afraid of being laid off, union members who had 
strongly opposed Moon`s work schedule initiative 
became more accepting of the idea of new work 
schedules.  

At the end of 1998, the company pledged that it 
would pay performance-based bonuses to make up 
for wages that were lost by shortened work hours, 
and labor and management finally signed an agree-
ment.  

Moon hopes that Korea`s current economic mal-
aise will be a blessing in disguise that will force other 
Korean corporations to do as Yuhan-Kimberly did, 
and make changes.  

Yuhan-Kimberley is a joint venture formed in 
1970 between Yuhan Corp., of Korea, and Kimberly-
Clark Corp. of the United States. Today, KC Inc., of 
Canada, also holds an interest.  
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